
glue scissors 

basket 

bowl 

chair 

plate 

cup 

puzzle 

pitcher sink 
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floor paper 

rug 

carpet 

table 

shelf 

wall 

tray 
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washroom computer 

curtains 

dustpan 

broom 

clock 

calendar 

book 

bookshelf sponge 
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towel watering can 

pencils 

plant 

crayons 

window 

fish 

door 
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smelling bottles geometry cabinet 

geometric solids 

telephone 

triangle boxes 

red and blue rods 

sound cylinders 

sandpaper letters 

movable alphabet desk 
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golden beads bead stair 

brown stair 

pink tower 

broad stair 

cylinder blocks 

red rods 

knobless cylinders 
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timeline vase 

binomial cube 

leaf cabinet 

trinomial cube 

land and water forms 

map cabinet 

flag 

musical instruments bells 
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paint grammar symbols 

metal insets 

addition strip board 

multiplication bead 
board 

color tablets 

subtraction strip 
board 

dressing frames 
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Instructions: print on cardstock, laminate, and cut apart. Place the labels around the room so children can read/
name the objects. You may want to use small pieces of tape to keep them in place. Use this blank page of labels 
to make your own as needed. Don’t laminate them until you’ve written on them :) 
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